ACADEMIC DISHONESTY STATEMENT

The goal of homework is to discover new mathematical ideas and principles while applying ones that students have already seen. This can be a collaborative process, and you are encouraged to work together and even to ask for help from students and teachers.

There may be times, however, when collaboration is not appropriate. It is important for students to realize that different teachers will have different requirements and expectations for in-class tests, hand-in homework, take-home exams, and projects. Some teachers give partner tests and others do not. Some teachers grade homework and others do not. Some allow corrections for credit and others do not. For these and other assignments, teachers will make their expectations clear and students must be sure they understand them.

When collaboration is not permitted, the department considers it academic dishonesty for students to give or receive help, to submit work that is not their own, or to use an outside source as an aid in doing an assignment without giving credit to the source.
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